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Statement of the Rule:2
“In sentences in which the copula is expressed, a definite predicate nominative has the
article when it follows the verb; it does not have the article when it precedes the verb.”
(CR 13)
CV+ A + dPN • or • ødPN + CV
In sentences in which the verb occurs: (CR 20)
1. Definite predicate nouns here regularly take the article.
2. The exceptions are for the most part due to a change in word order:
a. Definite predicate nouns which follow the verb … usually take the article;
CV+ A + dPN
b. Definite predicate nouns which precede the verb usually lack the article;
ødPN + CV
c. Proper names regularly lack the article in the predicate;
øName + CV • or • CV + øName
d. Predicate nominatives in relative clauses regularly follow the verb whether or not
they have the article.
RP + CV + A + PN • or • RP + CV + øPN
Illustrations of these constructions:3
2.a.
CV+ A + dPN:
su; ei \ o J uiJo"
; tou' qeou'.
2.b.
ødPN + CV:
su; basileu;" ei \ tou' ∆Israhvl.
2.c.
øName + CV:
su; ∆Hliva" ei \…
CV + øName:
aujtov" ejstin ∆Hliva".
2.d.
RP + CV + A + PN : h{ti" ejsti;n to; sw'ma aujtou'.
RP + CV + øPN:
o { ejstin ajrrabw;n th'" klhronomiva" hJmw'n.

John 1:49b
John 1:49c
John 1:21
Matt. 11:14
Eph. 1:23
Eph. 1:14

Observations:
1. The usual word order for copulative sentences in which the copulative verb is
expressed and the predicate noun is definite is CV + dPN.

1Abbreviations:

ø = anarthrous; CV = copulative verb; A = article; PN = pred. noun [≠ pred.
nominative!]; RP = relative pronoun; d = definite; i = indefinite; q = qualitative; (CR) = Colwell’s JBL
article
2 The “formulas” above are not Colwell’s and are not found in the original article. They have been
supplied in an attempt to clarify the relationships involved.
3Not all examples come from Colwell’s article; acCordance has been used to supplement as needed.

2. Definite predicate nouns in sentences with an expressed copulative verb are usually
articular: CV + A + dPN.
3. Colwell’s rule addresses only the question of word order, and that only for a subset of
possible constructions. His data set was not selected to establish all aspect of articular
use with equative verbs and predicate nouns. It was deliberately limited to those that
Colwell had already determined were definite. (CR 17)4
4. The rule does not apply to sentences in which the copulative verb is elided (because
there is no way to determine where the original writer would have inserted the
copulative if he had included it).
5. Definiteness is assumed, not proven by the rule. It is not valid to use the rule to
establish definiteness.
6. . The converse of the rule may not be assumed. That is, it is not true that because a
predicate noun precedes a copulative verb, it is therefore definite. (See previous
observation.) This is often ignored and the rule is often used as if it said: an
anarthrous predicate nominate which precedes the verb is usually definite. This is not
what the rule says and it may not be inferred from the rule. (See: Wallace, 186, 189)
7. “An anarthrous noun in the subject or predicate … may be either indefinite or definite,
but the presumption ought to be that it is either (1) indefinite …, until it has been
shown to be definite from the context …, or (2) qualitative, whatever be its state of
definiteness.” (Harris, 312)
8. “There is a constant danger of arguing in a circle by assuming from the context that a
particular anarthrous predicate noun is definite and then finding in its placement
before the copula the confirmation of its definiteness” (Harris, 312).
9. The rule established general patterns only; practically all possible combinations occur
as the following examples illustrate.
A + dPN + CV:
CV + A + dPN :
ødPN + CV:
CV + ødPN:
iPN + CV:
CV + iPN:
4

oJ profhvth" ei \ suv…
su; ei \ o J uiJo"
; tou' qeou'.
su; basileu;" ei \ tou' ∆Israhvl.
qeou' eijmi uiJov".
profhvth" ei \ suv
givnetai devndron

Jn. 1:21
John 1:49b
John 1:49c
Matt. 27:44
Jn. 4:195
Matt. 13:32

Some of the statements that Colwell excluded are: proper names, “seed of Abraham” (and about 10
similar phrases [not given in the article], and “practically all such expressions as oJ qeo;" ajgavph ejstivn”
(abstract nouns?), and “all nouns as to whose definiteness there could be any doubt” including qualitative
nouns (CR 17 and n. 12). This suggests a severely limited data set.
5There are very few of this construction in the NT (1 Tim. 6:10 and Jn. 6:70 are two other
possibilities). It is an established use in other koine Greek, however. ouj pa'" de; oJ lalw'n ejn pneuvmati
profhvth" ejstivn (Didache 11:8). (See: Wallace, 193–94.) Harris (312, n. 55) suggests Mark 6:49.

qPN + CV:
CV + qPN:
A + Name + CV:
CV + A + Name:
øName + CV:
CV + øName:

oJ lovgo" sa;rx ejgevneto
h\san ga;r aJliei'"
panto;" ajndro;" hJ kefalh; oJ Cristov" ejstin
ou|tov" ejstin oJ Mwu>sh'"
su; ∆Hliva" ei \…
aujtov" ejstin ∆Hliva".

Jn. 1:14
Matt. 4:18
1 Cor. 11:36
Acts 7:37
John 1:21
Matt. 11:14

[The following examples in relative clauses need more work. At this point all they
illustrate is the variety of word order used. No consideration has been made as to the
definiteness or qualitativeness of the predicate noun.]
RP + CV + A + PN:
RP + CV + øPN :
RP + A + PN + CV:
RP + øPN + CV:
RP + CV + A + PN:
RP + CV + øPN:

h{ti" ejsti;n to; sw'ma aujtou'.
Eph. 1:23
o { ejstin ajrrabw;n th'" klhronomiva" hJmw'n.
Eph. 1:14
oJ a[rto" de; o}n ejgw; dwvsw hJ savrx mouv ejstin
Jn. 6:51
ou | hJmei'" mavrturev" ejsmen
Acts 3:15
th/' ejkklhsiva/, h{ti" ejsti;n to; sw'ma aujtou'
Eph. 1:22–23
o}n e[cei" oujk e[stin sou ajnhvr
Jn. 4:18

Instances involving a textual variant:
Wallace argues that the value of Colwell’s rule is not for exegesis since it does not
establish definiteness but only suggests probable word order in certain cases. Rather, “its
validity is for textual criticism rather than for grammar.… The rule’s validity for textual
criticism is as follows: if it is obvious that a pre-verbal PN is definite, the MSS which
lack the article are more likely to support the original reading.” (Wallace, 188.) This does
not help, of course, when the variant involves not just the article, but also word order. See
the examples in (CR 16) where B and Å evidence this combination pattern.7
John 1:1,
∆En ajrch/' h\n oJ lovgo", kai; oJ lovgo" h\n pro;" to;n qeovn, kai; qeo;" h\n oJ lovgo".
The relevance of Colwell’s rule to John 1:1 would be worth pursuing in greater detail.
Note that the rule does not help by determining definiteness! It has often been misused by
well-intentioned defenders of the deity of Christ. (See: Harris, 51–71; Wallace, 194–95.)
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